IYNT: Test for Jury Chairpersons 2018

Name ____________________________________ Date ______________ Signature __________________

1. A Juror does not show up. What should I do?

☐ start the SF without the Juror
☐ wait for 45 minutes
☐ do not start if there are now less Jurors than in other Groups; leave the room and report to the GC promptly

2. A Juror wishes to leave in the middle of the Science Fight. What should I do?

☐ stop the timer, interrupt the Science Fight, and report to the GC
☐ explain him or her that all their Grades from the SF will be cancelled; try politely convincing him or her to stay
☐ announce to all Teams and Jurors that a replacement Juror will be invited for the next Stage

3. A Team does not show up. What should I do?

☐ start the SF without the Team
☐ leave the room and report to the GC promptly
☐ wait for 45 minutes

4. Which order of performances is correct?

☐ Stage I Stage II Stage III
   Team 1 Rep Opp Rev
   Team 2 Opp Rev Rep
   Team 3 Rev Rep Opp

☐ Stage I Stage II Stage III
   Team 1 Rep Opp Rep
   Team 2 Opp Rep Rev
   Team 3 Rev Opp Rep

☐ Stage I Stage II Stage III
   Team 1 Rep Opp Opp
   Team 2 Opp Opp Opp
   Team 3 Rev Rev Rev

☐ Stage I Stage II Stage III
   Team 1 Rep Opp Rev
   Team 2 Opp Rev Opp
   Team 3 Opp Rev Rep

5. I am a Chairperson in SF 1, SF 2, or SF 3. Which Team acts as Reporter in Stage I of my SF?

☐ first Team in the IYNT bracket for my Group
☐ third Team in the IYNT bracket for my Group
☐ winner of Captain’s Contest
☐ the Team designated by the winner of Captain’s Contest
☐ upon discretion of Chairperson

6. I am a Chairperson in SF 4, Semi-Finals, or Finals. Which Team acts as Reporter in Stage I of my SF?

☐ first Team in the IYNT bracket for my Group
☐ third Team in the IYNT bracket for my Group
☐ winner of Captain’s Contest
☐ the Team designated by the winner of Captain’s Contest
☐ upon discretion of Chairperson
7. Each Team in a two-Team SF must divide themselves into two sub-Teams, one acting as Opponent and one as Reviewer. When does this procedure take place?

☐ in the beginning of Stage, before Challenge  ☐ after the Report  ☐ upon discretion of Captain

8. Is it allowed to make a Challenge on a problem that has previously been rejected by the Reporter?

☐ yes  ☐ no  ☐ upon discretion of Chairperson

9. Is it allowed to make a Challenge on a problem that has been presented in my Science Fight by another Team?

☐ yes, without restrictions  ☐ no  ☐ upon discretion of Chairperson
☐ if such a Challenge is made, both Reporter and Opponent get an NC-type Yellow Card

10. I am a Chairperson in SF 1 at the IYNT 2018. What problems can be reported in this SF?

☐ problems 1...6 only  ☐ problems 7...12 only  ☐ problems 13...17 only  ☐ problems 18...20 only  ☐ problems 21...26 only  ☐ any of the problems 1... 26  ☐ upon discretion of Chairperson

11. I am a Chairperson in SF 2 at the IYNT 2018. What problems can be reported in this SF?

☐ problems 1...6 only  ☐ problems 7...12 only  ☐ problems 13...17 only  ☐ problems 18...20 only  ☐ problems 21...26 only  ☐ any of the problems 1... 26  ☐ upon discretion of Chairperson

12. I am a Chairperson in SF 3 at the IYNT 2018. What problems can be reported in this SF?

☐ problems 1...6 only  ☐ problems 7...12 only  ☐ problems 13...17 only  ☐ problems 18...20 only  ☐ problems 21...26 only  ☐ any of the problems 1... 26  ☐ upon discretion of Chairperson

13. I am a Chairperson in SF 4 at the IYNT 2018. What problems can be reported in this SF?

☐ problems 1...6 only  ☐ problems 7...12 only  ☐ problems 13...17 only  ☐ problems 18...20 only  ☐ problems 21...26 only  ☐ any of the problems 1... 26  ☐ upon discretion of Chairperson

14. What are the Science Fights with an omitted challenge procedure?

☐ SF 1  ☐ SF 2  ☐ SF 3  ☐ SF 4 in all Groups  ☐ SF 4 in Groups A, B, C only  ☐ Semi-Finals  ☐ Finals
15. Is it allowed for a Team Captain to seek assistance of their Team during Captain’s Contest?
- [ ] yes
- [ ] no
- [ ] upon discretion of Chairperson

16. Is it allowed for the winning Team Captain to seek assistance of their Team when deciding on the order of performances in SF 4, Semi-Finals, and Finals?
- [ ] yes
- [ ] no
- [ ] upon discretion of Chairperson

17. I discover that a Team browses internet during a Stage. What should I do?
- [ ] issue an NI-type Yellow Card
- [ ] ask them to stop
- [ ] interrupt the SF and report to the GC
- [ ] nothing

18. I discover that a Team interacts with their Leader during a Stage. What should I do?
- [ ] issue an NL-type Yellow Card
- [ ] ask them to stop
- [ ] interrupt the SF and report to the GC
- [ ] nothing

19. Several Team Members make remarks, answer questions, and speak on behalf of their Team. What should I do?
- [ ] issue an NO-type Yellow Card
- [ ] explain that their contribution should be limited to technical assistance and short remarks, and that only one Team Member acts as the primary representative of the Team in the current Stage
- [ ] invite an equal number of Members of other two Teams to join the discussion, in order to have a better balance
- [ ] nothing

20. When do I issue an NP-type Yellow Card?
- [ ] a Team Member takes the floor twice in my SF
- [ ] a Team Member in the floor has already been in the floor (in any role) in any previous SF
- [ ] a Team Member in the floor has already been in the floor in the same role in any previous SF
- [ ] a Team rejects more than 5 Challenges in my SF
- [ ] a Team rejects more than 3 Challenges in my SF
- [ ] a Team has rejected more than 3 Challenges in previous SFs, but does not reject in my SF
- [ ] a Team rejects in my SF and now has more than 3 rejections in total, including previous SFs

21. When do I issue an NT-type Yellow Card?
- [ ] a Team Member takes the floor twice in my SF
- [ ] a Team Member in the floor has already been in the floor (in any role) in any previous SF
- [ ] a Team Member in the floor has already been in the floor in the same role in any previous SF
- [ ] a Team rejects more than 5 Challenges in my SF
- [ ] a Team rejects more than 3 Challenges in my SF
- [ ] a Team has rejected more than 3 Challenges in previous SFs, but does not reject in my SF
- [ ] a Team rejects in my SF and now has more than 3 rejections in total, including previous SFs

22. When do I issue an NR-type Yellow Card?
- [ ] a Team Member takes the floor twice in my SF
- [ ] a Team Member in the floor has already been in the floor (in any role) in any previous SF
- [ ] a Team Member in the floor has already been in the floor in the same role in any previous SF
- [ ] a Team rejects more than 5 Challenges in my SF
- [ ] a Team rejects more than 3 Challenges in my SF
- [ ] a Team has rejected more than 3 Challenges in previous SFs, but does not reject in my SF
- [ ] a Team rejects in my SF and now has more than 3 rejections in total, including previous SFs

23. A Team has rejected three Challenges in previous SFs and now makes a new rejection in my Science Fight. How many Yellow Cards, and of what type, do I issue?
- [ ] one NP
- [ ] one NT
- [ ] one NR
- [ ] two NPs
- [ ] two NTs
- [ ] two NRS
- [ ] three DPs
24. What should I do if the time for a Phase has elapsed?
☐ give the presenter as much extra time as needed
☐ give the presenter no more than 2 minutes to finish
☐ stop the presenter politely
☐ wait until my Science Fight Attendant stops the presenter
☐ issue a DP-type Yellow Card

25. I discover that the presenting Team Member does not announce or write down his or her name, and it is therefore impossible to record the name in the Protocol. What should I do?
☐ ask the Team to write the name on the board, or pass you the name tag, as early as it is possible
☐ ask the Team to write the name on the board, or pass you the name tag, in the coffee break after the Stage
☐ leave the respective field blank in the Protocol
☐ issue a DP-type Yellow Card

26. What type of Jurors’ questions should I politely stop?
☐ questions that contain a term/keyword from an official stop list
☐ questions directed towards all three Teams
☐ questions that contain a judgment or an expression of opinions, or sound like an affirmative statement
☐ questions that directly examine textbook knowledge
☐ questions that clarify the presented results and opinions
☐ multiple questions from one Juror, in case other Jurors wish to ask a question

27. I discover that two or more Jurors actively communicate with each other and discuss what Grade to give. What should I do?
☐ join the discussion and share my opinions
☐ explain to the Jurors that each Grade should be given independently, according to the Regulations
☐ explain to the Jurors that their Grades will be taken with the weight of ½, and note this in the SF Protocol
☐ stop the timer, interrupt the Science Fight, and report to the GC
☐ nothing

28. How do I check that each Juror has decided on and recorded their Grades?
☐ ask whether everyone is ready
☐ check that Grades are recorded and signed
☐ do nothing, as checking Juror’s Protocols is not allowed by the Regulations

29. I strongly disagree with a Grade given by one of the Jurors, and do believe that the Grade is absurd. What should I do?
☐ cancel this particular Grade in all Protocols
☐ cancel all Grades by the Juror in my SF, in all Protocols
☐ ask the Juror politely to re-consider the Grade
☐ talk to the Juror informally in the coffee break; inform the GC after the SF

30. When should a Juror justify their Grade?
☐ only if the Juror is inexperienced
☐ highest or lowest Grades, if requested by Team Captains or by the Chairperson
☐ only if the Grade differs from the Average Point \( P \) by 2 points or more
☐ only if at least one more Juror gives the same Grade

31. When should I justify my own Grades?
☐ always if needed, similarly to any other Juror
☐ only if at least one other Juror asks me
☐ never, without exceptions
32. After the coffee break, a Juror wishes to change a Grade that has been already signed and shown. Is that allowed?

- yes, without restrictions; make sure that the Juror’s Protocol and Attendant’s Science Fight Protocol are corrected
- only if the new Grade differs from the old Grade by no more than 2 points
- no, without exceptions; explain that this is not allowed by the Regulations; actively prevent any corrections in any Protocol
- explain that this can be done only with approval of the GC at a later point; request a justifying cover letter with Juror’s signature and explanations
- explain that this can be done only with approval of other two Teams; collect written confirmations that other two Teams agree with the change

33. I discover that a Juror has mistakenly shown a Grade that differs from the Grade written in their Protocol and signed by the Juror. What should I do?

- interrupt the SF and report to the GC immediately
- make a clear correction in the Attendant’s protocol and ask the Juror to sign; announce publicly
- make a clear correction in the Juror’s protocol and sign; announce publicly
- cancel all Grades given by this Juror in my SF; make sure that the Juror’s Protocol and Attendant’s Science Fight Protocol reflect this action; announce publicly
- nothing

34. What should I do with the Attendant’s Science Fight Protocol?

- nothing, as I am not allowed to view it
- ask the Attendant whether their Protocol is okay
- cross-check Grades, names, Problems, dates; sign and make sure that the Attendant has signed

35. At the end of particular Science Fights, I must collect choices of problems for the next SF from each of the three Teams. In which Science Fights these choices are collected?

- SF 1
- SF 2
- SF 3
- SF 4 in all Groups
- SF 4 in Groups A, B, C only
- Semi-Finals
- Finals

36. I must collect the choices of problems for Semi-Finals and Finals, ordered from the most preferred to the least preferred. How many problems should each Team submit?

- each Team submits one choice
- each Team submits two choices
- each Team submits three choices
- each Team submits four choices

37. I must collect preferred choices of problems for Semi-Finals and Finals. Is it allowed for a Team to select a problem that they have reported in any previous Science Fight?

- yes
- no
- upon discretion of Chairperson

38. I must collect preferred choices of problems for Semi-Finals and Finals. Is it allowed for a Team to select a problem that they have rejected in any previous Science Fight?

- yes
- no
- upon discretion of Chairperson

39. I must collect preferred choices of problems for Semi-Finals and Finals. Is it allowed for a Team to select a problem that they have opposed in any previous Science Fight?

- yes
- no
- upon discretion of Chairperson
40. What documents should be collected and brought to the Scoring Commission?

- none
- only the Attendant’s Science Fight Protocol
- only the Attendant’s Science Fight Protocol and all Juror’s Protocols
- the Attendant’s Science Fight Protocol, all Juror’s Protocols, all solutions of Captain’s Contests (if any), and all choices of problems for Semi-Finals and Finals (if any)

41. A Team asks an urgent and important question on the Regulations, to which I do not know an answer. What should I do?

- check the IYNT Regulations, seek help from other Jurors in finding a respective provision of the IYNT Regulations, and politely re-direct the question to the GC if no answer is found
- politely insist that the Chairperson is not entitled to explain the IYNT Regulations
- give an ad hoc answer